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Vertech’s President Philippe Bierry
sends you his best wishes as the
year comes to an end

Happy New Year!

« The glass industry strives to innovate
itself in order to provide ever-improving
quality to its Clients.
The Digital Age is not contradictory to
the traditional age-old know-how of
glassmaking.
The challenge for the future will be to
provide
complete
synthetic
and
customized information to mobile users
in order to improve reactivity and
decision making at any level.
I am confident that our knowledge of the
glass industry will allow us to succeed in
these new challenges together .

All Vertech’ team
wishes you Happy Holidays and
Best Wishes for 2015!

I wish you an excellent New Year! »

SIL2015 Maintenance Contract
A new generation of Maintenance
Contract
In order to meet your needs better our
Maintenance Contract has changed to
include an annual onsite upgrade of
the SIL system. This upgrade goes to
replace the annual technical visit.
Our new Maintenance Contract includes:
 Prepaid time of technical support
according to your needs with a 20%
savings on the daily rate
 Annual software fees with a 50%
savings on the software fees
 Onsite periodical upgrades to
allow managing a complete budget
for maintenance
This new generation of contract aims to
make SIL upgrades easier for our
Clients.

You will also benefit from high added
value improvements integrated into SIL
every year thanks to the feedback of our
Clients around the world.
Additionally, considering the increasing
number of equipment released every
year, frequent upgrades will guarantee
you make the most of any equipment
you chose to use.
Independently from the Maintenance
Contract, our team provides training
sessions adapted to your needs:
 to train new employees on the lines
 to provide training on new SIL
functionalities
 to provide customized trainings on
any requested topic
Our new SIL training catalogue will be
available soon!
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Visiting a bottling plant

Excel SILAdd In

In our ongoing quest for more
knowledge of the glass manufacturing
process, Vertech’ staff visited a French
bottling factory in the Macon region at
the end of October.

Excel SILAdd-In is a data extraction tool
that allows you to search ongoing
production data easily. This tool allows
you to conduct your own analysis
without opening SIL applications.

The visit was scheduled during the annual
meeting of the company, gathering all the
employees together. The aim was to learn
more about bottling lines and to better
understand the impact of bottle quality on
business.

Excel SILAdd-In is already available in
the SIL2014 version.

The factory visit continued on to the
wine cellars and ended with a wine
tasting of local wines.
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